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Abstract In mobile ad hoc peer-to-peer (M-P2P) networks, frequent network parti-
tioning occurs due to peer movement or owing to peers switching ‘off’ their mobile
devices. This leads to typically low data availability in M-P2P networks, thereby ne-
cessitating data replication. This work proposes E-ARL, which is a novel Economic
scheme for Adaptive Revenue-Load-based dynamic replication of data in dedi-
cated M-P2P networks with the aim of improving data availability. Thus, E-ARL
considers a mobile cooperative environment, where the MPs are working towards the
same goal, and the network performance is facilitated by the economic scheme. E-
ARL essentially allocates replicas based on its economic scheme. Each data item has
a price in virtual currency. E-ARL requires a query issuing peer to pay the price of
its queried data item to the query-serving peer and a commission to relay peers in
the successful query path. The main contributions of E-ARL follow. First, it uses an
economic scheme for efficiently managing M-P2P resources in a context-aware man-
ner by facilitating effective replica hosting and message relaying by peers. Second,
it collaboratively performs bid-based replica allocation to facilitate better quality of
service. Third, it incorporates both revenue-balancing and load-balancing to improve
peer participation and performance. Fourth, it conserves the energy of low-energy
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MPs to facilitate network connectivity. Our performance evaluation shows that E-
ARL is indeed effective in improving peer participation in M-P2P networks, thereby
improving query response times, query success rates, query hop-counts and replica
allocation traffic.

Keywords Mobile P2P · Replication · Availability · Economic scheme

1 Introduction

In a Mobile ad hoc Peer-to-Peer (M-P2P) network, mobile peers (MPs) interact with
each other in a peer-to-peer (P2P) fashion. Proliferation of mobile devices (e.g., lap-
tops, PDAs, mobile phones) coupled with the ever-increasing popularity of the P2P
paradigm (e.g., Kazaa, Gnutella) strongly motivate M-P2P network applications. Mo-
bile devices with support for wireless device-to-device P2P communication are be-
ginning to be deployed such as Microsoft’s Zune [23].

This work focuses on improving the performance (i.e., query response time and
data availability) of dedicated and cooperative M-P2P networks by means of an eco-
nomic model, which facilitates data replication. Some M-P2P application scenarios
for dedicated networks follow. Suppose a group of geologists are performing studies
of soil in a remote Amazonian rainforest, where communication infrastructures (e.g.,
base stations) do not exist. They need to share data concerning soil types and soil con-
tents (e.g., salt and sodium contents in the soil, and amount of nitrogen in the soil). In
the same vein, a group of archaeologists, who are performing excavations in a remote
area of Egypt, need to share information (e.g., artefacts found, historical clues and
ancient maps found) with each other by means of mobile devices. Similarly, moving
salespersons, who are involved in the sales of products such as tickets and insurance
in a given neighborhood, need to share sales data (e.g., total units sold, sales profits)
with each other by means of mobile devices because they are working towards the
same collaborative goal.

Our target applications mainly concern slow-moving objects e.g., geologists and
archaeologists moving in a remote area or salesmen walking in a neighborhood. MPs
move within the spatial region, which is divided into a rectangular grid structure,
the size of the rectangles being application-dependent. Notably, M-P2P ephemerality
emphasizes the need for queries to be answered in a fast and timely manner, thereby
necessitating query deadlines. In this work, the notion of replica consistency is based
on the time of the latest update e.g., a copy of sales data, which was updated an hour
ago, is considered to be more consistent than one that had been updated five hours
ago. Our application scenarios do not require absolute replica consistency [11, 33],
hence we consider tolerance to weaker replica consistency. For simplicity, this work
considers only numerical data.

Data availability in M-P2P networks is typically lower than in fixed networks
due to frequent network partitioning arising from user movement and mobile de-
vices switching ‘off’ when their generally limited energy is drained. Incidentally,
data availability is less than 20% even in a wired environment [39]. Furthermore,
MPs generally have limited resources (e.g., bandwidth, energy, memory space). Con-
sequently, MPs, which host important data, may quickly run out of energy, thereby
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making the data unavailable. This further reduces data availability and connectiv-
ity of M-P2P networks. To maintain accessibility to data items, the limited energy
resources of the data-hosting MPs as well as the paths to these MPs need to be effec-
tively preserved. Additionally, preservation of the energy of relay MPs also becomes
a necessity to maintain shorter query paths for satisfying timeliness requirements of
queries.

We propose E-ARL, which is a novel Economic scheme for Adaptive Revenue-
Load-based dynamic replication of data in dedicated M-P2P networks with the aim
of improving data availability. Thus, E-ARL considers a mobile cooperative environ-
ment, where the MPs are working towards the same goal, and the network perfor-
mance is facilitated by the economic scheme. E-ARL essentially allocates replicas
based on its economic scheme. Each data item has a price in virtual currency. E-
ARL requires a query issuing MP to pay the price of its requested data item to the
MP serving its request and a commission to each relay MP in the successful query
path from which it eventually downloads the data, thereby enticing them to forward
queries quickly.

The price of a data item depends on its access frequency, the number of users who
accessed it, its expiry time, the number of its existing replicas, its (replica) consis-
tency, the average response time required for accessing it, and load and energy of its
host MP. Relay commission increases with increasing size of relayed messages and
decreasing energy of relay MPs. This facilitates network connectivity since query-
issuing MPs would likely prefer lower cost query paths for obtaining their requested
data items. An MP can earn currency by providing service e.g., sharing its own data
items, hosting replicas and relaying messages.

We define the revenue of an MP as the difference between the amount of virtual
currency that it earns by providing service and the amount that it spends by issu-
ing queries. Thus, E-ARL ensures that an MP has to provide service to earn enough
revenue to be able to issue its own queries, thereby facilitating better network perfor-
mance due to proactive participation and collaboration of the MPs. The main contri-
butions of E-ARL follow:

1. It uses an economic scheme for efficiently managing M-P2P resources in a
context-aware manner by facilitating effective replica hosting and message relay-
ing by peers.

2. It collaboratively performs bid-based replica allocation to facilitate better quality
of service.

3. It incorporates both revenue-balancing and load-balancing. Revenue-balancing
prevents gross imbalance of revenues across MPs, which could result in some of
the MPs not having adequate revenue for issuing queries, thereby decreasing MP
participation. Load-balancing prevents queries from incurring long waiting times
in the job queues of overloaded MPs.

4. It conserves the energy of low-energy MPs to facilitate network connectivity.

E-ARL improves MP participation, thereby leading to better data availability, higher
available energy and bandwidth, and multiple paths to answer a given query. Unlike
[21], it allocates replicas fairly by considering the origin of queries for data items to
determine their relative importance to the network as a whole. It provides economic
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incentives to peers to perform replication based on data item characteristics (e.g.,
price, popularity), MP characteristics (e.g., revenue, load, energy, bandwidth, mem-
ory space) and network connectivity considerations (i.e., MP energy conservation). It
considers both read-only and updatable data items, but prefers to replicate items with
relatively low update frequencies for facilitating the maintenance of replica consis-
tency.

E-ARL considers two types of items, namely priority items and normal items.
Queries on priority items and normal items are designated as priority queries and
normal queries respectively. Priority items are those for which queries need to be
answered urgently i.e., within the shortest possible response time. For example, an
archaeologist could become lost in a maze of an archaeological site. In such cases, he
would urgently need to issue a priority query to ask information from his colleagues
concerning possible roadmaps of the maze. Similarly, a geologist, who loses his way
while looking for soil samples in a rainforest, could issue a priority query for obtain-
ing roadmaps from his colleagues. As such, it is not considered unusual for geologists
and archaeologists, who work in remote areas, to lose their way since such remote
areas generally do not have specific landmarks. In such scenarios, priority queries be-
come necessary to ensure that the geologists or the archaeologists do not fall behind
on their (research) work schedule, or they do not fail to satisfy the schedules of the
buses, which transported them to these sites.

In contrast, for normal items, queries need to be answered non-urgently from the
query path with the lowest cost, albeit within the query deadline. A normal query
could be issued by an archaeologist asking his colleague about the number of artefacts
he found. Similarly, a geologist could issue a normal query to ask his colleague about
the average nitrogen content of soil samples found by his colleague. A salesman
could issue a normal query to his colleagues for finding out the number of units sold
by them. Observe that normal queries are not associated with any immediate need
or urgency. Understandably, E-ARL tries to replicate the priority items first before
replicating the normal items due to urgency reasons.

To manage replication efficiently, E-ARL deploys a super-peer architecture [47].
The super-peer (SP) is an MP, which generally moves within the region and which
has maximum energy and processing capacity at a given time. For our application
scenarios, the chief geologist or the chief archaeologist or the most senior salesman
would act as SP. SP facilitates replica allocation and avoids broadcast storm during
replica allocation. Each MP periodically sends a message to SP with information
such as its current location, revenue, access statistics, load, available memory space
and energy status, thereby facilitating SP to better manage replication. In contrast, for
an architecture without any SP (e.g., the E-DCG+ approach [21]), each MP needs to
broadcast its status to all other MPs to make each other aware of the regional status,
thereby creating an undesirable broadcast storm during replica allocation. Our archi-
tecture does not require queries to pass via SP, thereby preserving P2P autonomy.
This is possible because every MP periodically sends the list of data items/replicas
hosted at itself to SP, and SP broadcasts this information to all MPs.

Observe that there is some communication overhead associated with MPs requir-
ing to report information to SP. However, we note that status messages are generally
exchanged periodically in any network (e.g., to check whether nodes are alive or
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not), and the information from an MP to the SP could effectively be piggybacked
onto these status messages, thereby essentially leading to amortization of the com-
munication overhead. Furthermore, the communication overhead associated with the
MPs reporting information to the SP is negligible w.r.t. the overall communication
overhead associated with sending and receiving data among the MPs in the network.
This is partly because MPs report information to the SP only periodically and partly
due to the fact that the size of the information sent by an MP to the SP is only in
terms of a few Kilobytes (small amounts of text data). On the other hand, actual data
transfers between the mobile peers occur much more frequently as compared to the
communication between an MP and the SP, and the communication overhead associ-
ated with the actual data transfers are in the range of around 50 to 350 Kilobytes.

We have evaluated E-ARL’s performance w.r.t. three other schemes, namely the
non-economic E-DCG+ [21] scheme, the Revenue-based Incentive (RI) scheme,
and the Load-based Non-incentive (LN) scheme. RI considers revenue without con-
sidering load, while LN takes load into account without considering revenue. Our per-
formance study shows that E-ARL’s incentives entice better MP participation, thus it
significantly outperforms the reference approaches in terms of query response times,
query success rates, query hop-counts and replica allocation traffic. At higher work-
load skew, the performance gap between E-ARL and the reference approaches in-
creases due to E-ARL’s better load-balancing capability. When the revenues of more
MPs exceed the average revenue in the system, performance of E-ARL improves due
to more MPs providing service.

Our experiments also show that data item prices increase with decreasing number
of replicas due to higher demand. However, when too few replicas exist, the price
decreases in an anomalous manner due to decrease in the quality of service (i.e.,
query response times and data availability) for queries on that item. This is due to E-
ARL’s economic scheme, which considers not only the demand and supply for data
item pricing, but also the quality of service associated with the given data items. As
the duration of the replica allocation period decreases, all the approaches perform
better albeit at the cost of higher replica allocation traffic. E-DCG+ incurs the highest
replica allocation traffic as it requires every MP to periodically broadcast its status to
all MPs in the network. As the percentage of priority queries increases, performance
of all the approaches degrades due to less replica allocation for normal items, which
penalizes the performance for normal items. However, when majority of the queries
are priority queries, all the approaches show some performance improvement since
adequate replicas for the priority items have been allocated. E-ARL exhibits good
scalability and is able to effectively maintain network connectivity due to preserving
the energy of low-energy MPs.

In E-ARL, each MP uses the same formulae for data pricing and relay commis-
sions (these formulae are part of the M-P2P software, which every MP has to use).
This is possible since E-ARL is aimed at dedicated M-P2P network applications in
which the MPs are working collaboratively towards a common goal. Furthermore, we
do not claim that our formulae for data item pricing and relay commissions are the
only ways of pricing. However, our economic M-P2P scheme performs better than
traditional replication schemes using the proposed formulae. Thus, we provide the
framework for economic collaboration among MPs, and our formulae can be viewed
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as guidelines for developing new formulae, which can be deployed within this frame-
work. In essence, the focus of E-ARL is effective allocation of resources in a mobile
cooperative environment by means of an economic model for facilitating better per-
formance. We are using the economic model to decide upon issues such as who will
have access to resources, who will answer queries and so on.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses existing
works, while Sect. 3 describes the E-ARL economic scheme. Section 4 discusses the
query model of E-ARL. Section 5 discusses the adaptive revenue-load-based replica
allocation scheme of E-ARL. Section 6 discusses the bid-based economic replica al-
location algorithms in E-ARL. Section 7 reports our performance evaluation. Finally,
we conclude in Sect. 8 with directions for future work.

2 Related work

This section provides an overview of existing works.

2.1 Non-incentive-based replication in Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs)

The proposals in [20, 21] discuss replication in MANETs. E-DCG+ [21] creates
groups of MPs that are biconnected components in a MANET, and shares replicas in
larger groups of MPs to provide high stability. An RWR (read-write ratio) value in the
group of each data item is calculated as a summation of RWR of those data items at
each MP in that group. In the order of the RWR values of the group, replicas of items
are allocated until memory space of all MPs in the group becomes full. Each replica
is allocated at an MP, whose RWR value to the item is the highest among MPs that
have free memory space to create it. The work in [20] aims at classifying different
replica consistency levels in a MANET based on application requirements, and pro-
poses protocols to realize them. Consistency maintenance is performed via quorums
and it is based on local conditions such as location and time. The proposals in [20, 21]
do not consider any economic scheme and M-P2P architecture. P2P replication suit-
able for mobile environments has been incorporated in systems such as ROAM [35],
Clique [37] and Rumor [18]. However, these systems do not incorporate economic
schemes.

2.2 Incentive schemes for combating free-riding in MANETs

The proposals in [3, 4, 7, 8, 41] combat free-riding in MANETs. The work in [3] in-
troduces a virtual currency to stimulate node cooperation. The work in [4] stimulates
the nodes to forward messages by means of a simple counter-based mechanism at
each node. The auction-based iPass [7] incentive scheme and the works in [8, 41] also
provide incentives for relaying messages. However, these works do not consider M-
P2P architecture and data item prices. Furthermore, they do not use price/incentives
for data replication.
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2.3 Non-incentive-based replication in M-P2P networks

The work in [32] has proposed a context and location-based approach for replica al-
location in M-P2P networks. It exploits user mobility patterns, and considers load
and different levels of replica consistency. The proposal in [31] has discussed both
collaborative replica allocation and deallocation in tandem to facilitate optimal repli-
cation and to avoid ‘thrashing’ conditions. However, these proposals do not consider
economic schemes.

2.4 Incentive schemes for combating free-riding in M-P2P networks

The proposals in [43, 44] discuss incentive schemes for combating free-riding in M-
P2P networks. The work in [44] provides incentives to MPs for participation in the
dissemination of reports about resources in M-P2P networks. Each disseminated re-
port contains information concerning a spatial-temporal resource e.g., availability of a
parking slot at a given time and location. The work in [44] has been extended in [43],
which considers opportunistic resource information dissemination in transportation
application scenarios. An MP transmits its resources to the MPs that it encounters,
and obtains resources from them in exchange. The works in [43, 44] primarily ad-
dress data dissemination with the aim of reaching as many peers as possible i.e., they
focus on how every peer can get the data. In contrast, our work considers on-demand
services i.e., the query-issuing peer obtains only the data that it asks for (query-based
approach). Furthermore, replication and incentives for encouraging relay peers to for-
ward queries are not considered in [43, 44].

2.5 Payment schemes

A small study [30], which was conducted on users’ motivation and decision to share
resources in P2P networks, revealed that 50% of the questioned users would share
more, if some materialistic incentives (e.g., money) are dispensed by the application.
Herein lies the motivation for coupon-based systems like adPASS [42]. The works in
[9, 12, 48] discuss how to ensure secure payments using a virtual currency. Another
way proposed in [16] describes Coupons, an incentive scheme that is inspired by the
eNcentive framework [36], which allows mobile agents to spread digital advertise-
ments with embedded coupons among mobile users in a P2P manner.

Several non-repudiation [26, 38] systems, which can be incorporated to control
the deceiving behavior of peers, have been developed. In many applications such as
content distribution, the price can also be controlled by the service-providers [15].
MoB [6] is an open market collaborative wide-area wireless data services architec-
ture, which can be used by mobile users for opportunistically trading services with
each other. MoB also handles incentive management, user reputation management
and accounting services. A bootstrap kind of mechanism can also be used in many
applications [10]. Symella is a Gnutella file-sharing client for Symbian smartphones.
It expects that illegal acts occur, such as interpolation or destruction of the distribution
history to get incentives. Therefore, the distribution history attached to the e-coupon
[7] is enciphered with a public-key cryptographic system so that users cannot pe-
ruse the distribution history. Furthermore, a message digest (MD) of the distribution
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history is embedded by digital-watermarking technology to check the validity of the
history. Tribler [22] is a first attempt towards turning bandwidth into a global cur-
rency. Notably, the secure payment schemes discussed above are complementary to
our proposal, but they can be used in conjunction with our proposal.

2.6 Economic schemes for resource allocation

The proposals in [29, 45, 46] discuss economic schemes for resource allocation in
wireless ad hoc networks. However, they do not consider replication. Moreover, their
focus is network-centric, while our focus is data-centric. Economic schemes have also
been discussed for resource allocation in distributed systems [13, 14, 27]. However,
they do not address M-P2P issues such as node mobility, frequent network partition-
ing and mobile resource constraints.

2.7 Schemes for static P2P networks

Replication schemes for static P2P networks [1, 11] and traditional replication strate-
gies [25] for distributed systems do not consider peer mobility issues. Schemes for
encouraging more peer participation in static P2P networks involve formal game-
theoretic model for incentive-based P2P file-sharing systems [17], utility functions to
capture peer contributions [19, 34], EigenTrust scores to capture participation criteria
[24] and asymmetric incentives based on disparities between upload and download
bandwidths [28]. However, these approaches are too static to be deployed in M-P2P
networks since they assume peers’ availability and fixed topology. Furthermore, they
do not address replication and mobile resource constraints such as energy.

3 The E-ARL economic scheme for M-P2P data replication

This section discusses the economic incentive scheme of E-ARL for data replication
in M-P2P networks.

Each data item has a price ρ (in virtual currency) that quantitatively reflects its
relative importance to the M-P2P network as a whole. When an MP MI accesses
a data item (or replica) d hosted by an MP MS , it pays the price ρ of d to MS

and a commission to each relay MP in the successful query path. Thus, MI spends
(ρ + ∑r

i=1 Ri ), where r is the number of relay MPs in the successful query path
and Ri is the ith relay MP’s commission. MS and the ith relay MP earn ρ and Ri

respectively.
Incidentally, if an MP is not able to pay the accessing cost, its query fails and

it would not be able to access its queried data item. This is in consonance with the
overall objective of E-ARL i.e., incentivizing free-riders to provide services (e.g.,
replica hosting and relay services). Thus, E-ARL ensures that an MP has to provide
service to earn adequate currency to be able to issue its own queries, thereby facili-
tating better network performance due to proactive participation and collaboration of
the MPs in hosting data and in relaying messages. Observe that on the other hand,
if our scheme allowed peers to access data items without paying for the access, the
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free-riders would have little or no incentive to provide service to the network in terms
of replica hosting as well as relay services.

If a query is answered after the query deadline, the query-issuing MP does not
pay the data item price and the relay commissions. This is consistent with the time-
liness requirements of M-P2P environments. Observe that there is no incentive for a
data-providing MP to answer a query after the deadline. Hence, data-providing MPs
estimate (based on past statistics concerning network history) whether their transmit-
ted data item will reach the query-issuing MP within the deadline time, and based on
their estimation, they decide whether or not to send the data. However, an MP cannot
absolutely know in advance whether its answer will reach the query-issuing MP in a
timely manner because of issues such as network congestion, relay node failures and
network partitioning. Incidentally, even if a data-providing MP’s query result reaches
the query-issuing MP after the deadline, the data-providing MP does not lose any cur-
rency that it had previously earned. This is because E-ARL does not financially pe-
nalize data-providing MPs, whose answers arrive late, by subtracting currency from
them for answering late. The implicit penalty is that the data-providing MP receives
no currency for answering late. Furthermore, an additional implicit penalty arises be-
cause the MP expends its limited resources such as energy and bandwidth without
being able to earn any currency to show for its expenditures. Furthermore, E-ARL
precludes the possibility of refunds by enforcing that queries, which miss deadlines,
entail no payments from the query-issuing peer.

We define the revenue of an MP as the difference between the amount of virtual
currency that it earns (by hosting data items/replicas and relaying messages) and the
amount that it spends (by issuing queries).

Load Li,j of an MP Mi at time tj equals (Ji,tj /σi), where Ji,tj is the job queue
length of Mi at time tj . σi is the normalized value of the service capacity of Mi .
σi = (σMi

/σmin), where σMi
is the service capacity of Mi and σmin is a low service

capacity. We have used the minimum service capacity among all the MPs as σmin.
Since σMi

is hardware-dependent, σi is fixed for a given MP. Notably, our definition
of load takes into account the fact that service capacities of the MPs may differ.
Incidentally, memory space and available bandwidth of MPs, and data item sizes
may vary.

Notably, we define the service capacity in a normalized way because such normal-
ization would yield values of service capacity within a closed range. As we shall see
later in Equation 1, the price of a data item d also depends on the service capacity
of the MP, which serves the query related to d . Consequently, normalization of ser-
vice capacities ensures that the prices of data items also would fall within a closed
range. If an MP’s service capacity is unusually high or unusually low, and if we do
not normalize the service capacity of an MP, the discrepancies among the prices of
data items may become too high exclusively due to the significant variations in the
service capacities of the MPs. Thus, the normalized values of service capacities are
more meaningful than absolute values primarily from the perspective of keeping the
data item prices within a closed range.

Observe that the normalization does not have any influence on relative prices of
data items because it is performed in the same manner for the purpose of computing
the price of every data item. As a single instance, given any two data items d1 and d2,
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the ratio of their prices would remain the same, regardless of whether normalization
is performed.

Each MP maintains recent read-write logs (including timestamps) of the data items
and replicas hosted at itself. Each MP uses this information for computing the prices
of the data items and replicas stored at itself. Each data item d is owned by only one
MP, which can update d autonomously anytime; other MPs cannot update d . It is the
data item owner’s responsibility to inform replica holders about the consistent values
using mechanisms such as lazy updates (which can run in the background). There
are many ways in which replicas can be made consistent in an M-P2P environment,
and such discussion has appeared in [21]. Therefore, the consistency management
discussion is out of scope w.r.t. the focus of this paper. Each MP guarantees the latest
version as it exists at that time, and later a query-issuing MP can compare the versions
to determine the latest version and the corresponding price. If an MP is only looking
for the consistent version at that instance, it can issue the query to only the data item
owner. Replica holders can also pull the latest version from the owner in case an
application is looking for only the consistent version.

3.1 Price of a data item

Now we examine the factors influencing the price ρ of a data item (or replica) d .
Recent access frequency of d relates to its popularity, hence d’s price increases with
increasing access frequency. This also prevents the energy of d’s host MP MS from
being quickly drained by too many requests due to real-time needs of several users.
This is because lesser number of MPs would be likely to request d from MS due
to the higher price. The larger the number of MPs served by d , the greater is d’s
importance to the network as a whole. Hence, to ensure fairness, d’s price increases
as it serves requests originating from more MPs. Notably, this is in contrast with
existing works [21], which consider only the total access frequencies of data items
without taking into account the number of MPs served by a given data item.

Observe that the price of a data item d increases with the number of queries for d ,
even though not all queries are processed successfully. This is because we have used
the economics of market demand for determining data item prices. Under the eco-
nomics of market demand, the number of queries for a given data item can be a
reasonable indicator of its market demand, regardless of whether the query was even-
tually processed successfully. For the economics of market demand to apply appro-
priately in our case, we have also normalized the number of queries by considering
the origin of requests for a given data item, as mentioned earlier. This ensures that the
same peer issuing multiple queries for a given data item d cannot artificially ‘inflate’
the price of d. Notably, there could also be other approaches for computing data item
prices.

Replica consistency and query response time relate to the quality of service.
Hence, higher replica consistency implies higher price. Faster response times for
queries on d command higher price, given the timeliness requirements of M-P2P
applications. Given a query Q pertaining to d , which is hosted by MP MS , response
time τ equals (TW + TD + Tdelay), where TW is the waiting time spent by Q in MS ’s
job queue. TD is the download time for d , and Tdelay is the path delay. TW depends on
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MS ’s current load. TD depends upon the bandwidth allocated by MS for d’s down-
load, which is related to MS ’s total bandwidth and the number of concurrent access
requests to MS . Tdelay = (

∑nhop
i=1 (RSize/Bi )), where nhop is the number of ‘hops’ be-

tween MS and the query-issuing MP MI , RSize is the size of the query result and Bi is
the bandwidth between the MPs at the ith hop. Thus, Tdelay considers the connectivity
of the query-serving host MP MS .

Notably, our proposed approach requires synchronized clocks among the MPs.
For example, if an MP receives a message with a timestamp, clock synchronization
among the MPs would become a necessary condition for the MP to calculate the
delay. The existing clock synchronization approaches proposed in [5, 40] can be used
in conjunction with our proposed approach.

As the remaining energy of an MP decreases, the price of accessing items at that
MP increases. Thus, users would be less likely to access items at low-energy MPs
if they are able to obtain them at higher-energy MPs, where item prices would be
lower. This conserves the energy of low-energy host MPs and prevents them from
dying out, thereby facilitating network connectivity. Given the ephemerality of M-
P2P environments, data items often expire after a given time-frame. Data items with
higher time-to-expiry command higher price due to their better revenue-earning po-
tential over a longer period of time.

Data item prices increase with decreasing number of replicas due to lower sup-
ply w.r.t. demand. However, when the number of replicas of d falls below a certain
threshold, d’s price decreases. This anomaly occurs because quality of service (i.e.,
response time and data availability) is one of the factors influencing data item prices.
Hence, when too few replicas exist, quality of service for queries on d decreases
significantly, thereby decreasing the price.

Based on the factors discussed above, an MP MS , which hosts a data item d ,
computes d’s price in two steps. First, MS computes ρrec, which is the price of d

based on the accesses to d at MS during the most recent replica allocation period.
Second, MS uses moving averages of ρrec over a fixed number of replica allocation
periods to compute the price ρ of d . This is necessary because ρrec may not always
be able to reflect the true importance of d to the network (e.g., when spurious ‘spikes’
in d’s access frequency occur). Table 1 summarizes the notations used in this paper.

Computation of ρrec: MS sorts the MPs in descending order of their access fre-
quencies for d during the most recent replica allocation period i.e., the first MP in
this order made the most accesses to d . Given this order and using the notations in
Table 1, MS computes ρrec of d .

ρrec = w

NMP∑

i=1

(ni × Ci × BAMS
× Ex) / (EMS

× (NR + 1) × (JMS,tj /σMS
)) (1)

where the weight coefficient w equals (N/NMP), where N is the number of different
MPs which queried the data item d e.g., N = 5 means that 5 different MPs queried d .
NMP is the total number of MPs. Thus, ρrec increases with increase in the number
of MPs served by d . In essence, the weight coefficient w ensures fairness in serving
multiple MPs.

The replica consistency factor Ci = 1 for queries answered by MS ’s own data
items, which are always consistent. For queries answered by replicas hosted at MS ,
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Table 1 Summary of notations

Notation Significance

d A given data item

MI MP which issues a query for a given data item d

MS MP that hosts a given data item d or d’s replica and serves requests for d or d’s replica

ρrec Price of d during most recent allocation period

ρ Moving Average Price of d across multiple allocation periods

NMP Number of MPs which accessed d

ni Number of access requests for d originating from a given MP i

w Weight coefficient for fairness in serving multiple MPs

Ci Average (replica) consistency with which queries (on d) originating from MP i were answered

BAMS
Average bandwidth allocated by MP MS for d’s download

Ex Time-to-expiry of d

EMS
Remaining energy of host MP MS

NR Number of existing replicas of d

JMS,tj
Job queue length at query serving MP MS during time tj

σMS
Service capacity of query serving MP MS

we consider three different levels of replica consistency, namely high, medium and
low [32]. Ci is assigned values of 1, 0.5 and 0.25 for high, medium and low con-
sistency respectively. Each MP maintains a table Tε,C , which contains the follow-
ing entries: (x%, high), (y%, medium), (z%, low), where x, y, z are error-bounds,
whose values are application-dependent and pre-specified by the system at design
time. Thus, Ci is computed using Tε,C , which is replicated at each MP and is same
for each MP.

Bandwidth BAMS
equals (TB/Na), where TB is the sum of all the bandwidths that

MS allocated to MP i over each of the times when MP i accessed d at MS . Na is the
total number of access requests that MP i made for d . Observe how (1) considers
item expiry times Ex, host MP energy EMS

and host MP load i.e., job-queue length
JMS,tj (at time tj ) normalized by MP service capacity σMS

. Furthermore, the total
number of copies of d in the M-P2P network equals the number NR of replicas in
addition to the original data item, which explains the term (NR + 1) in (1).

Examples of computing ρrec from (1) follow. Suppose NMP = 50; for all i, Ci = 1;
BAMS

= 50 units, EMS
= 50 units, Ex = 10 minutes, NR = 1 and JMS,tj /σMS

= 1.
If a single MP makes 100 accesses to d , ni = 100 when i = 1 (and 0 otherwise),
hence ρrec = 10. However, if 4 MPs make 25 accesses each to d , ni = 25 for i = 1
to 4 (and 0 otherwise), hence ρrec = 40. On the other hand, if a single MP makes
100 accesses to d , and EMS

’s value is changed to 10 units, ρrec = 50. Observe across
the above examples, how ρrec increases as d serves more MPs (even though d’s total
access frequency remains same) and how it increases with decreasing energy of the
query-serving MP. Similarly, we can understand how ρrec would be affected for the
other terms in (1). Notably, priority items are generally higher-priced than normal
items due to higher bandwidth consumption (to ensure fast download of data) and
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the possible need to quickly download priority items from a low-energy host MP (to
satisfy timeliness requirements).

Computation of the moving average price ρ: To account for sudden fluctuations
in accesses to any given data item d , its host MP MS computes the Exponential
Moving Average (EMA) price ρ of d . EMA gives higher weights to recent access
patterns, hence it is appropriate for dynamically changing M-P2P access patterns.
We do not use simple moving averages since they are not able to react quickly to
changing access patterns. The computation of ρ according to the exponential moving
average formula follows.1

ρ = ((ρrec − EMAprev) × 2/(N + 1)) + EMAprev (2)

where EMAprev is the EMA that was computed for the previous replica allocation
period, and N is the number of replica allocation periods over which the moving
average is computed. Since MS only needs to store the value of EMAprev (as opposed
to the values of price data for the entire period being averaged), its memory space
usage is optimized. Results of our preliminary experiments indicate that N = 5 is a
reasonably good value for our application scenarios.

3.2 Commission for relay service

Now let us examine the factors influencing the commission of relay MPs. As the
remaining energy E of a relay MP R decreases, R charges higher relay commission
to conserve its energy. Thus, to minimize relay costs, query issuers would be less
likely to choose relay paths comprising low-energy MPs, thereby facilitating network
connectivity. As the size of the relayed message increases, relay commission also
increases due to higher energy and bandwidth consumption of the relay MP.

We define the connectivity of an MP as the number of its one-hop neighbors.
Spatial density of an MP is defined as the number of MPs currently moving within
the grid in which the MP is located. (Recall that space is divided into a rectangular
grid structure, the size of the rectangles being application-dependent.) MPs in regions
of higher spatial density with higher connectivity are likely to have greater proximity
to data sources and can provide better service due to multiple path options for relaying
queries/data. Hence, the relay commission increases with increase in the connectivity
and spatial density of a relay MP. This also ensures that critically located MPs (e.g.,
biconnected components), the availability of which influence network connectivity
significantly, are less frequently used for relaying messages since they would charge
higher relay commission.

Based on the factors discussed above, a relay MP R computes its commission
ρRelay as follows.

ρRelay = (size × λ × μ)/E (3)

where size is the size of the relayed message, λ is the spatial density of the (current)
region of movement of R, μ is R’s connectivity and E is R’s remaining energy.

1Although the formula does not have any exponential term, this is the standard and widely used formula
for computing exponential moving averages.
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In contrast with existing works, relay commission for the same message may differ
across hops. Incidentally, priority queries generally incur higher relay commission
than normal queries due to the possible involvement of low-energy relay MPs with
higher connectivity in the query path since priority queries require query paths with
short response times.

Notably, there is at least some correlation between the values of λ and μ. However,
we chose to use both λ and μ in (2) because we believe that each of these parameters
has reasonable significance in its own right so as to warrant individual treatment. As
a single instance, MPs may be moving within the same spatial region, but they may
not have connectivity to each other due to their respective transmission ranges being
less than their respective distances from each other. In such scenarios, an MP’s spatial
density λ could be high, but its connectivity μ would be low.

Observe that this is in consonance with our application scenarios in which the re-
spective transmission ranges of MPs are likely to be significantly less than that of the
area of the spatial region under consideration. For example, in our application sce-
nario for a group of archaeologists moving in a remote area of Egypt or a group of
geologists moving in a remote Amazonian forest, the transmission range of existing
mobile devices is likely to be significantly lower than that of the area of the spatial
region under consideration. Other causes for separately treating λ and μ include com-
munication failures among peers and bandwidth issues. For example, in the case of
MPs using radio technology, the bandwidth gets divided among the number of users.

Although the spatial density information does not directly reflect MP connectivity,
we also consider the spatial density information separately because MPs moving in a
region of higher spatial density can be reasonably expected to have a higher likelihood
of moving into the communication range of more MPs than MPs, which move in
regions of low spatial density.

Notably, one might correctly argue that the relay commissions should not vary
because the communication cost does not change in our architecture. However, in
our model, we have variations in the relay commissions to take the issue of delay
into consideration. For example, if a relay MP is in a congested path, its commission
should decrease because it might potentially cause delays in relaying a given mes-
sage. Although it is clearly not the relay MP’s fault for being in a congested network
path, we allow relay commissions to be variable in order to provide better incentives
to relay MPs, which transmit messages with lower amounts of delays.

3.3 Revenue of an MP

An MP M earns virtual currency from accesses to data items and replicas that it hosts
and by relaying messages. M spends its virtual currency by accessing items hosted by
other MPs, and by paying commissions to the relay MPs corresponding to its queries.

Suppose M hosts p data items of its own and q replicas. Let the price of the ith
data item and the ith replica be ρsdi

and ρsri
respectively. Let nsdi

and nsri
be the

access frequencies of the ith data item and the ith replica respectively. Moreover,
suppose M accesses v original data items and w replicas. Let the price of the ith data
item and the ith replica be ρrdi

and ρrri
respectively. Let nrdi

and nrri
be the access

frequencies of M for the ith original item and the ith replica respectively. Suppose M
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relays m messages, the relay cost of the ith message being Reli . On the other hand,
suppose M requires to pay commissions to n relay peers in the course of issuing
different queries, the relay cost for the ith such relay MP being RelReqi . The revenue
ω of M is computed below:

ω =
(

p∑

i=1

(ρsdi
× nsdi

) +
q∑

i=1

(Ci × ρsri
× nsri

) +
m∑

i=1

Reli

)

−
(

v∑

i=1

(ρrdi
× nrdi

) +
w∑

i=1

(Ci × ρrri
× nrri

) +
n∑

i=1

RelReqi

)

(4)

The first three terms in (4) represent M’s earnings, while the other three terms depict
M’s spending. Thus, revenue of an MP is the difference between the amount that it
earns and the amount that it spends. In the second and fifth terms of (4), Ci indicates
the average consistency with which queries on the replicas were answered. Ci does
not occur in the first and fourth terms since these terms concern an MP’s own data
items, which are always absolutely consistent.

When an MP joins the M-P2P network, the super-peer SP provides it with an initial
small amount of revenue so that it can issue a few queries. However, once this initial
revenue is exhausted, the MP will eventually have to provide service to the network,
otherwise it will not be able to issue any further queries.

4 Query model of E-ARL

This section discusses the query model of E-ARL.
User queries Q are of the form {Qid, (k1, k2, . . . , kn), τmax, Priority, DC, ρmax},

where Qid is the unique identifier of a query, and ki are user-specified keywords e.g.,
if an M-P2P user requests the song ‘Save the dance’ by Ricky Martin, k1 = ‘Save
the dance’ and k2 = ‘Ricky Martin’. τmax is the deadline for query response from the
user’s perspective. M-P2P ephemerality necessitates query deadlines. Priority queries
generally have shorter deadlines than normal queries. The values of Priority for pri-
ority queries and normal queries are 1 and 0 respectively. Recall that in Sect. 3, we
discussed three levels of replica consistency, namely high, medium and low. DC rep-
resents the desired (replica) consistency level with which the user wants his query to
be answered. Since the table concerning the replica consistency values is replicated
across all the MPs, the user can easily specify the value of DC in his query. ρmax is
the maximum price that the user is willing to pay for obtaining the query result. ρmax
is higher for priority queries since such queries are costlier, as discussed in Sect. 3.
Based on the queries which the user relays, he can generally gain some knowledge
about these querying parameters, which guide him in specifying them.

Querying mechanism in E-ARL: A query-issuing MP MI broadcasts its query
Q for a data item d . Each query has a TTL (time-to-live) of 8 hops. If an MP MS re-
ceiving Q contains d (or its replica), it puts its MPid (unique identifier of an MP) into
the query message and informs MI about d’s price and (replica) consistency. Other-
wise, it just puts its MPid into the query message, increments the number of hops in
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the query message, and forwards Q to its one-hop neighbors. Incidentally, MS returns
the price and consistency information of d to MI only if it estimates that it can satisfy
the τmax and ρmax constraints. MS estimates the time to answer Q based on the size
of d , the bandwidth that it can make available for d and its knowledge of the previous
history of the network. MS gains such knowledge by examining queries which pass
through itself as well as by periodically exchanging messages with its neighbors. MS

incorporates a safety margin of ε time units into its estimated response time to ensure
query responses within the deadline. ε is essentially application-dependent.

When MI receives messages from possibly multiple MPs, which host d or its
replica, it lists the query paths associated with each of these messages. (Recall that
each MP appends its MPid to the query messages.) From this list of query paths,
MI selects one query path depending upon the total query path cost, the estimated
query response time, the query deadline, the data consistency level and the query type
(i.e., priority query or normal query). We define the total query path cost TQPC as
(
∑r

i=1 ρRelayi
+ ρd ) where r is the number of relay MPs in the given query path,

ρRelayi
is the relay commission of the ith relay MP, and ρd is d’s price at the tar-

get MP, which hosts d or its replica. The values of ρRelayi
and ρd are computed as

discussed in Sect. 3.
Let LQP denote the list of possible query paths from MI to the queried data item.

Query paths, for which TQPC exceeds the user-specified maximum price ρmax, are
deleted from LQP . Query paths not satisfying τmax and desired replica consistency
constraints are also deleted from LQP . Observe that all the remaining query paths in
LQP satisfy the query constraints. For priority queries, MI selects the query path with
the shortest estimated response time from LQP . Priority queries need to be answered
urgently, hence MI does not try to optimize TQPC. For normal queries, MI sorts
the query paths in LQP in ascending order of TQPC, and selects the query path with
lowest TQPC value. Observe the trade-off between query response time and TQPC.

After selecting the query path, MI sends a message to the target host MP MS of d

in the selected query path to indicate its interest to download d from MS . Then MS

transfers d to MI through the relay MPs in the selected query path. Finally, MI pays
the price of d to MS . MI also pays the commissions to the relay MPs in the selected
query path.

5 Adaptive Revenue-Load-based replica allocation in E-ARL

This section discusses the adaptive revenue-load-based replica allocation scheme in
E-ARL using the economic scheme discussed in Sect. 3.

Each MP M maintains access statistics and price information concerning its own
data items and the replicas that it hosts. These statistics guide M in selecting its own
data items that need to be replicated and in deleting infrequently accessed and time-
expired replicas. M also separately maintains statistics for priority items and normal
items so that it can give preference to priority items for replica allocation. Access
statistics are periodically refreshed to reflect recent accesses.

Now let us examine the interaction between the revenue and the load of an MP. An
underloaded MP could have high revenue by serving only a few requests for high-
priced data items, while not issuing any access requests of its own. An overloaded
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MP could have low revenue due to serving a large number of requests for low-priced
data items, while issuing several access requests for high-priced items. Thus, there is
no direct correlation between MP revenue and load. E-ARL uses a parameter λ that
can be tweaked to adjust the relative importance of revenue and load during replica
allocation so that it can adapt to the needs of different types of applications.

Computation of λ uses normalized values of revenue and load to correctly re-
flect their relative weights. We define the normalized revenue R of an MP M

as MRev/TotalRev, where MRev is M’s revenue and TotalRev is the sum of rev-
enues of all MPs in the network. Similarly, normalized load L of M is defined as
MLoad/TotalLoad, where MLoad is M’s load and TotalLoad is the sum of loads of all
MPs. For every MP, we normalize further to make (R + L) = 1, by multiplying the
value of (R+L) of every MP by a real number k, whose value may differ across MPs.
We shall henceforth use R + L = 1 to reflect the above normalization. Computation
of λ for different cases follows.

Case 1: Revenue and load are both assigned equal weight: E-ARL computes a
function f = R × L = R × (1 − R). Differentiating f w.r.t. R, we obtain df/dR =
R(−1) + 1 − R = 1 − 2R. To find f ’s maximum value, the derivative (df/dR) is
set to zero. Hence, 1 − 2R = 0 ⇒ R = 1/2. Since R + L = 1, L = 1/2. Thus, f ’s
maximum value occurs when R = L = 1/2. Hence, λ = (R + L).

Case 2: Revenue is assigned higher weight than load: E-ARL computes the
function f = R2 × L = R2 × (1 − R). Hence, df/dR = R2(−1) + 2R(1 − R) =
R(−3R + 2). To find f ’s maximum value, we set the derivative (dp/dR) to zero.
Since R �= 0, −3R + 2 = 0 ⇒ R = (2/3). Hence, L = 1/3. Thus, the maximum
value of f occurs when R = 2L, hence λ = 2R + L.

Case 3: Revenue is assigned lower weight than load: In this case, f = R×L2 =
R × (1 −R)2 Hence, df/dR = R(2)(1 −R)(−1)+ (1)(1 −R)2 = (1 −R)(1 − 3R).
To find f ’s maximum value, we set the derivative (df/dR) to zero. Since L �= 0,1 −
R �= 0, hence 1 − 3R = 0 ⇒ R = (1/3). Hence, L = 2/3. Thus, the maximum value
of f occurs when L = 2R. Thus, λ = R + 2L.

5.1 Factors for effective replica allocation in E-ARL

The super-peer SP makes the replica allocation decisions. This is possible because pe-
riodically, each MP sends its current (x, y) coordinates, its revenue value, the prices
and access frequencies of items hosted at itself, its load, energy, bandwidth and avail-
able memory space status to SP. SP collates the (x, y) coordinate information of MPs
to estimate the network topology for facilitating replica allocation.

E-ARL prefers priority items for replication due to urgency reasons. Given the
higher prices of priority items, MPs have greater incentive to host replicas of priority
items as they can earn more revenue. E-ARL avoids replicating priority and normal
items with high update frequencies due to the high communication overhead required
for maintaining their replica consistency. E-ARL avoids replication at low-energy
MPs to facilitate network connectivity by prolonging the lifetime of low-energy MPs
since answering queries on replicas would have quickly drained their limited energy.
Moreover, low-energy MPs cannot effectively maintain replica availability as they
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will die out once their limited energy is depleted. E-ARL avoids replication at over-
loaded MPs, and MPs with low bandwidth to ensure acceptable query response times.
MPs with inadequate memory space are also avoided for replication.

E-ARL aims at allocating replicas of relatively higher-priced data items (e.g., pri-
ority items) to MPs with low values of λ. This facilitates both revenue-balance and
load-balance since low value of λ implies relatively lower MP revenue and lower MP
load. Revenue-balancing becomes a necessity because gross imbalance of revenues
across the MPs may result in undesirably low revenues for some of the MPs. This
could prevent these MPs from obtaining their desired services (i.e., issuing access
requests) from the network, thereby decreasing overall network participation. On
the other hand, load-balancing becomes a necessity to reduce query waiting times,
thereby optimizing query response times.

5.2 Selection of candidate data items for replication

Each MP M has priority items and normal items. All priority items (except those with
high update frequencies) are candidates for replication due to their urgent response
time requirements. Among the low update-frequency normal items, M selects those
items, whose access frequencies exceed the average access frequency ψ for normal
items, as candidates for replication. ψ equals ((1/Nd)

∑Nd

k=1 ηk), where Nd is the
number of M’s normal items and ηk is the kth item’s access frequency. Note that E-
ARL replicates only items with relatively low update frequencies. M separately sorts
the set of priority items and the set of normal items in descending order of their access
frequencies since more popular items are better candidates for replication. M sends
these two sets to SP as its candidate items for replication.

Upon receiving these two sets from different MPs, SP combines all sets of priority
items and normal items into two different large sets, namely Priority and Normal
respectively. SP separately sorts Priority and Normal in descending order of their
item access frequencies. Finally, SP appends the sorted set Normal at the end of
the sorted set Priority, thereby creating a new set LRep, which constitutes the set of
candidate data items for replica allocation. As all priority items are placed higher in
LRep than normal items, replicas for priority items are allocated before normal items.
Notably, replicas may not necessarily be allocated for every item in LRep due to
memory space constraints. Now let us see how SP determines the number of replicas
for each item in LRep.

5.3 Determining the number of replicas for a data item

E-ARL aims at maintaining acceptable query response times so that MPs do not lose
revenues due to failure of queries with response time constraints. Periodically, SP
receives access statistics information from the MPs, and this information includes
access failures and the average response times for accessing each data item at each
MP. SP collates this information to estimate the access failures and the average re-
sponse time Respavg required to access a data item. In case all queries on a data
item d had been successful in satisfying the response time constraint, SP takes no
action. Otherwise, SP checks the response time constraints on the failed queries on d
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to determine the failed query (on data item d), which had the lowest response time
constraint Respmin. SP computes the optimal number K ′

d of replicas of d as follows.
K ′

d = Kd(1 + �(Respavg − Respmin)/Respavg�), where Kd is the existing number of
replicas of d . Hence, (K ′

d − Kd ) additional replicas of d need to be created. Thus,
SP estimates the number of replicas of data items based on response time constraints
posed by queries on them. SP does not guide the MPs in performing replica dealloca-
tion since MPs autonomously delete infrequently accessed and time-expired replicas.

6 Algorithms for bid-based economic replication in E-ARL

This section discusses bid-based economic replica allocation in E-ARL. An MP,
which provides its own data item for replication, is designated as a provide-MP,
while an MP, which hosts a replica, shall be referred to as a host-MP. We present the
replication algorithms executed by SP and the prospective host-MPs. MPs send their
bids to SP for replicas, and SP allocates replicas of higher-priced items to higher-
bidding MPs with relatively low revenue and load (as characterized by the parame-
ter λ) to facilitate both revenue-balance and load-balance.

Each host-MP needs to make a one-time payment to the provide-MP for the cor-
responding replica to buy the replica. This provides an economic incentive to the
provide-MPs to allocate replicas for their data items, thereby improving data avail-
ability. Since the revenue-earning potential of a replica depends on the load (imposed
by queries on the replica), and the available bandwidth and current load of the host-
MP, the higher-bidding MPs are more likely to be the ones with more available band-
width and lower load. Thus, higher-bidding MPs would be likely to provide better
service for replica hosting in order to recoup their initial investment in buying the
replica.

After SP makes its replica allocation decision, it sends a message to the provide-
MP of data item d to replicate d at the selected host-MPs, whose bids succeeded.
The provide-MP sends d to these host-MPs, which are allowed to make the one-time
replica buying payment to the provide-MP, after they have earned some revenue by
hosting the replica. Observe that if prospective host-MPs had to make the replica buy-
ing payment before hosting the replica, network participation would likely decrease
since some of the MPs may not have adequate revenue to make the payment. Thus,
E-ARL facilitates increased MP participation and collaboration.

If an MP’s bid succeeds, it is required to host the items that it has bid for. This
facilitates in avoiding extra communication overheads associated with reallocations
of replicas by SP. Hence, each MP has a total bid potential capacity γ , which is
the maximum amount of currency that it can bid for the purpose of hosting repli-
cas at itself. γ equals ((EM × BAM)/(RevM × LoadM)), where EM , BAM , RevM

and LoadM are the normalized values of the energy, bandwidth, revenue and load of
MP M respectively. MPs with high energy and bandwidth, and low load can provide
better service, hence they can earn more revenue by hosting replicas. Thus, their bid
potential capacity γ is also higher. γ decreases with increase in M’s revenue to en-
sure that MPs with higher revenue have lower bid capacity potential. This facilitates
revenue-balancing by giving preference to lower-revenue MPs for hosting replicas,
thereby improving MP participation and collaboration.
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Algorithm E-ARL_Replica_Allocation_SP
LRep: List of data items that are candidates for replication

(1) Send a broadcast message to the MPs containing the prices, sizes and expiry times of each data item

of LRep

(2) for each data item d in LRep

(3) Receive bids from the prospective host-MPs and add them to Bid_List

(4) From Bid_List_d, eliminate the bids from MPs, whose energy is below the threshold T HE

(5) From Bid_List_d, eliminate the bids from MPs, whose load is above the threshold T HL

(6) From Bid_List_d, eliminate the bids from MPs, whose bandwidth is below the threshold T HB

(7) if Bid_List_d is empty

(8) Do not allocate any replica for d

(9) else

/* NR is the number of required replicas for d, NB is the number of remaining bids for d */

(10) if NB <= NR

(11) Select all the MPs corresponding to the bids in Bid_List_d into a list Selected

(12) else

(13) Select from Bid_List_d the top-k bids into a list Ld

(14) From Ld , select NR MPs with the lowest values of λ for storing the replica of d into a list

Selected

(15) for each MP M in Selected

(16) Send message to the provide-MP of d to replicate d at M

(17) Send message to M to make the one-time payment for buying the replica to the provide-MP

of d

(18) Recompute ρ of d /* ρ depends on number of replicas */

end

Fig. 1 E-ARL replica allocation algorithm executed by SP

Replica allocation algorithm of SP: SP periodically allocates replicas for the
candidate set of items in LRep using a bid-based scheme. (The creation of LRep has
been discussed in Sect. 5). Figure 1 depicts the replica allocation algorithm executed
by SP. In Line 1 of Fig. 1, SP’s broadcast message facilitates prospective host-MPs
in computing their respective bids for the data items. SP sends only one broadcast
message for all the items in LRep to optimize energy and bandwidth usage. In Lines
4–6, observe how SP considers energy, load and bandwidth constraints. T HE and
T HL are the average energy and average load respectively among the MPs in the
network. T HB is an application-dependent bandwidth threshold, which essentially
depends upon data item sizes in the application. As Lines 9–14 suggest, given the
number NB of bids for d and the number NR of required replicas for d , the following
two cases arise:

1. NB ≤ NR : SP allocates replicas to all the MPs corresponding to the remaining
bids.

2. NB > NR : SP first selects the top-k bids from the remaining bids based on the bid
values. Here, k equals (2 × NR). Then, among these selected bids, SP allocates
replicas to the NR MPs (corresponding to the bids) with the lowest values of λ.
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Algorithm E-ARL_Replica_Allocation_HostMP
LRep: List of data items that are candidates for replication

γ : Total bid capacity potential of the host-MP

Mem: Remaining memory space of the MP

(1) Receive the broadcast message (from SP) containing the prices, sizes and expiry times of all data

items in LRep

(2) Select all data items of LRep into a list To_Bid

(3) From To_Bid, delete data items whose size exceeds its own remaining memory space

(4) for each item d in To_Bid

(5) Estimate the future access frequency of d’s replica at itself

(6) Compute the revenue-earning potential ω of d at itself

(7) Compute the bid value β for d

(8) Sort the data items in To_Bid in descending order of the bid value β

(9) for each data item d in To_Bid

(10) if (Mem > 0)

(11) if β > γ

(12) break

(13) else

(14) if (Mem > sized ) /* sized is the size of d */

(15) Add d to Bid_Select

(16) γ = γ − β

(17) Mem = Mem − sized

(18) if Bid_Select is non-empty

(19) for each data item d in Bid_Select

(20) Send bid to SP with βd as the bid value /* βd is the bid value for d */

end

Fig. 2 E-ARL replica allocation algorithm executed by a prospective host-MP

In Line 17, the price ρ of d is recomputed since ρ depends upon the number of
existing replicas.

Replication algorithm of prospective host-MPs: Figure 2 depicts the replica
allocation algorithm executed by a prospective host-MP M . In Fig. 2, γ is the total
bid potential capacity of M , which is computed as discussed earlier in this section.
In Line 3, observe how M considers memory space constraints while bidding. In
Lines 5–6, M estimates the future access frequency of data item d’s replica at itself
by examining the access statistics for the queries that it relays as well as the failed
queries for d at itself. M computes the revenue-earning potential ω of d at itself as
(ρd ×ηd ), where ρd is the estimated price of d at M (computed according to (1)) and
ηd is the estimated future access frequency of d at M .

In Line 7, M computes its bid value β for a given data item d as (0.5×ω). Observe
that M’s bid value is 50% of d’s estimated revenue-earning potential at itself. This is
because M needs to make a one-time payment of (0.5 × ω) to buy the replica from
the corresponding provide-MP. This acts as an incentive for provide-MPs to allocate
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Table 2 Parameters of our performance study

Parameter Default value Variations

No. of MPs (NMP ) 100 20, 40, 60, 80

Percentage of free-riders 70%

Zipf factor (ZF) 0.9 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7

Allocation period T P (102 s) 5 10, 15, 20

Queries/second 10

Percentage of priority queries 20% 40%, 60%, 80%, 100%

Bandwidth between MPs 28 to 100 Kbps

Probability of MP availability 50% to 85%

Initial energy of an MP 90 000 to 100 000 energy units

MP service capacity 1 to 5 service capacity units

Size of a data item 50 to 350 Kb

Time-to-expiry of a data item 3 to 7 minutes

Memory space of each MP 4 to 6 MB

Speed of an MP 1 to 10 meters/s

Size of message headers 220 bytes

replicas, while providing the other MPs an opportunity to earn revenue by hosting
replicas, which they do not own. Furthermore, this improves the data availability due
to increased participation and collaboration of MPs.

In Lines 8–17, observe how M gives preference to items with higher bid values
to maximize its revenue since such items also have higher revenue-earning potential.
M sorts the items in descending order of their bid value β , and traverses this sorted
list to select items to bid for, until either its bid capacity potential is exhausted or its
remaining memory space becomes inadequate. In Lines 18–20, M sends its list of
selected items to bid for, and their respective bid values, to SP.

7 Performance evaluation

Our experiments consider 100 MPs and 1 SP moving according to the Random way-
point model (RWP) [2] in a region of area 1000 metres×1000 meters. RWP is appro-
priate for our application scenarios, which consider random movement of users e.g.,
salesmen moving in a neighborhood (or in a shopping mall) generally move randomly
without following any specific mobility pattern.

Table 2 summarizes our performance evaluation parameters. As Table 2 indicates,
70% of the MPs are free-riders i.e., they will not host replicas in the absence of incen-
tives, while the other 30% will host replicas even without any incentives. Notably, in
real-world P2P networks, the percentage of free-riders generally exceeds 70%. Each
MP owns and stores 8 data items, of which 4 are priority items and 4 are normal
items. Each query is a request for a single data item. For query routing purposes, we
have used the AODV protocol. For each MP, the available memory space for host-
ing replicas is its remaining memory space, after memory for storing its 8 data items
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has been allocated. Thus, the available memory space for hosting replicas may differ
across MPs due to variations in MP memory space and data item sizes.

T P stands for ‘replica allocation Time Period’. Periodically, every T P seconds,
SP decides whether to perform replica allocation. Similar to existing works [21], we
assume that network topology does not change significantly during replica allocation
since it requires only a few seconds. In all our experiments, 10 queries/second are
issued in the network, the number of queries directed to each MP being determined
by the Zipf distribution. Communication range of all MPs (except SP) is a circle of
100 meter radius.

Performance metrics are average response time (ART) of queries, query suc-
cess rate (SR), query hop-count (HC) and traffic for replica allocation (RTR).

ART = (1/NQ)
∑NQ

i=1(Tf − Ti), where Ti is the time of query issuing, Tf is time
of the query result reaching the query-issuing MP, and NQ is the total number of
queries. ART includes the download time, and is computed only for the successful
queries. SR = (NS/NQ) × 100, where NS is the number of queries that were an-
swered successfully and NQ is the total number of queries. Queries may fail due to
network partitioning or due to energy-depletion or unavailability of MPs that host the
queried data items, or due to queries exceeding the TTL (‘hops-to-live’). Preliminary
experiments suggested that TTL = 8 is a reasonable value for our application sce-
narios. We define the query hop-count HC as the hop-count incurred by the query in
the successful query path. Thus, HC is measured only for successful queries. Replica
allocation traffic RTR is defined as the total hop-count for replica allocation during
the course of the experiment.

We compared our proposed incentive-based E-ARL scheme with three other
schemes, namely the non-incentive E-DCG+ [21], RI (Revenue-based Incentive
scheme) and LN (Load-based Non-incentive scheme). We adapted the E-DCG+
approach [21] to our scenario. As discussed in Sect. 2, E-DCG+ is a non-incentive
and non-economic approach, and it does not provide incentives for replica hosting.
E-DCG+ is executed at every replica allocation period. E-DCG+ is the closest to
our scheme since it addresses dynamic replica allocation in mobile ad-hoc networks.
None of the existing proposals on economic issues addresses replication in M-P2P
networks.

Recall that λ adjusts the relative importance between revenue R and load L during
replica allocation. RI is an adaptation of E-ARL in which λ = R. Thus, RI is an
economic incentive scheme in which replica allocation is performed based on MP
revenue, without considering MP load. LN is a non-incentive adaptation of E-ARL
in which λ = L. Replica allocation in LN is performed based on MP load, without
considering MP revenue. Unlike E-ARL and RI, LN does not provide any incentives
to MPs for hosting replicas since it is non-economic. Observe how comparing E-
ARL with RI and LN enables us to gain more insight into E-ARL’s adaptive nature
by better exploration of the interaction between MP revenue and load. E-ARL showed
comparable performance for different values of λ, hence we present here the results
of E-ARL corresponding to equal weight for both revenue and load (i.e., λ = R + L,
as discussed in Sect. 5). In essence, E-ARL performs comparably as long as revenue
and load are both considered.
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Fig. 3 Performance of the E-ARL economic scheme for replica allocation

7.1 Performance of the E-ARL economic scheme for replica allocation

Figure 3 depicts the results of our experiments using default values of the parameters
in Table 2.

The results in Figs. 3a and 3b concern an experiment in which we observed the
number of replicas and the corresponding querying hop-counts for a single ‘hot’ data
item d over a period of time, d being selected randomly from the top 10% hottest data
items. The incentive-based E-ARL and RI schemes create significantly more replicas
of d than the non-incentive LN and E-DCG+ schemes because incentives encourage
more MPs to host replicas, thereby implying more available memory space for replica
allocation. E-ARL and RI create comparable number of replicas because they provide
similar incentives to MPs for hosting replicas. LN and E-DCG+ create comparable
number of replicas as both of them essentially allocate replicas based on access fre-
quencies. For all four approaches, the number of replicas initially increases over time
due to replica allocations at MPs with adequate available memory space for host-
ing replicas. However, the number of replicas eventually plateaus due to competition
among replicas for MP memory space.

Figure 3b indicates the average number of hop-counts required for querying the
same data item d during different periods of time. E-ARL and RI incur lower query-
ing hop-counts than LN and E-DCG+ since they create more replicas for d , as dis-
cussed for Fig. 3a. More replicas generally decrease the querying hop-count. Inter-
estingly, even though E-ARL and RI create comparable number of replicas for d , RI
incurs more hop-counts than E-ARL. This occurs because RI is oblivious to MP load,
hence it may allocate replicas to overloaded MPs, thus failing to satisfy query dead-
lines due to longer waiting times at their job queues. Thus, RI requires more hops
to find d at an underloaded MP so that the query deadline can be satisfied. In con-
trast, E-ARL does not allocate replicas to overloaded MPs since it considers MP load.
Incidentally, E-DCG+ incurs more hop-counts than LN essentially due to the same
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reason i.e., unlike LN, E-DCG+ does not consider MP load. For all four approaches,
the querying hop-count initially decreases and then eventually plateaus. The initial
decrease is in response to creation of more replicas, while the plateau occurs due to
the eventual plateau in the number of replicas.

The results in Figs. 3c–3h correspond to an experiment using default values of the
parameters in Table 2. Unlike the experiments for Figs. 3a and 3b, which considered
only a single data item, this experiment concerns all data items in the network. As
replica allocation time period T P is 500 seconds and query interarrival rate is 10
queries/s, there are 5000 queries for every time period.

The results in Fig. 3c depict the percentage of service providers in the M-P2P
network for all four approaches during different time periods. An MP is regarded
as a service provider during a time period T P if it hosts a data item/replica that is
accessed at least once during T P . Interestingly, the participation levels in E-ARL and
RI vary irregularly to a certain extent. This is because even though an MP may host
data items/replicas to provide service, it may not receive any queries for them during
a given time period. Due to the same reason, the percentage of service-providers also
varies irregularly for LN and E-DCG+. Overall, participation levels in E-ARL and
RI are comparable since both schemes offer similar incentives for MP participation.
For E-ARL and RI, the MPs initially have little revenue, but as more queries are
issued, MP revenues increase, thereby increasing MP participation levels upto the
point where the majority of the MPs are providing service to the network essentially
due to their economic replication scheme. Observe that participation levels in LN and
E-DCG+ are comparable essentially due to their non-incentive nature.

Figure 3d shows the effect of network connectivity maintenance by E-ARL. We
define time-to-failure of a percentage of nodes (TTFP) as the time duration at which
F % of the nodes fail due to depletion of energy. As F increases, TTFP also increases
for all the approaches because larger number of nodes take more time to fail. E-
ARL’s economic scheme facilitates preservation of the energy of low-energy MPs,
thereby facilitating ‘energy-balancing’ and consequently, improved network connec-
tivity. Hence, E-ARL provides better TTFP than the other approaches. RI performs
worse than E-ARL since it does not consider load, thereby causing some of the MPs
to become overloaded by access requests and consequently, running out of energy.
RI performs better than E-DCG+ and LN due to more MPs participating because of
incentives. E-DCG+ and LN perform comparably since both are non-incentive-based
and their TTFP varies irregularly due to node failures occurring randomly in the ab-
sence of any ‘energy-balancing’.

Figures 3e–3h indicate that ART increases over time for all the approaches due
to the highly skewed query distribution (i.e., zipf factor = 0.9), while SR initially
increases due to replication and then plateaus due to competition among replicas for
memory space. HC initially decreases for all the approaches due to replication, and
eventually plateaus due to the plateau in the number of replicas. E-ARL outperforms
RI due to its better load-balancing capability. Moreover, since RI allocates replicas
solely based on revenue, most MPs try to greedily host replicas of higher-priced data
items, thereby increasing the ART and decreasing the SR for lower-priced data items,
which may have high access frequency. However, RI outperforms both E-DCG+ and
LN because of more MP participation due to incentives. LN performs better than
E-DCG+ due to load-balancing.
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Fig. 4 Effect of variations in the workload skew

E-ARL outperforms E-DCG+ due to more MP participation and better load-
balancing. Additionally, E-ARL creates larger number of replicas for many differ-
ent data items depending upon data item prices. E-ARL would create a replica for
a data item d , which is accessed by a large number of MPs, even if d’s total access
frequency is low, in which case E-DCG+ would not create any replica. Interestingly,
even though Figs. 3a and 3c suggest that the number of replicas and percentage of
service-provider MPs plateau over time, Fig. 3e indicates that the ART performance
gap between E-ARL and E-DCG+ keeps increasing. This is because E-ARL facili-
tates better network connectivity maintenance. The explanation for Fig. 3g follows
that of Fig. 3b.

Let NMP be the number of MPs. During replica allocation, E-ARL, RI and LN
require each MP to send only one message to SP, and SP to send a message to each
MP, thus incurring O(NMP ) messages, hence their RTR is comparable. However, E-
DCG+ requires every MP to broadcast its RWR values to every MP, thereby incurring
O(N2

MP ) messages, which explains Fig. 3h.

7.2 Effect of variations in the workload skew

Figure 4 depicts the results when the zipf factor (ZF) is varied. These results can be
mostly explained by the discussion for Fig. 3. As ZF increases (i.e., higher skew),
ART increases for all approaches due to overloading, which results in longer waiting
times in the MPs’ job queues. As ZF increases, SR increases and HC decreases due to
more replica allocations in response to load-imbalance conditions. As ZF increases
(i.e., at highly skewed workloads), the ART and SR performance gap between E-
ARL and E-DCG+ increases due to E-ARL’s better load-balancing capability. At low
ZF values, the performance gap decreases since the need for replication decreases at
lowly skewed workloads. E-ARL outperforms the other approaches due to the reasons
explained for Fig. 3. Explanations for Figs. 4c and 4d follow that of Figs. 3g and 3h.

7.3 Effect of revenue threshold

We define revenue threshold T HR as the average revenue in the system i.e., the ra-
tio of the total revenue in the system to the total number of MPs. Figure 5 depicts
the effect of variations in the number NT HR

of MPs, whose revenue exceeds T HR .
When the revenue of more MPs exceeds T HR , ART, SR and HC improve for both
E-ARL and RI due to more MPs providing service as MP revenues increase, thereby
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Fig. 5 Effect of revenue threshold

Fig. 6 Effect of variations in
the number of replicas on data
item price

implying more opportunities for replication, more memory space and multiple paths
for locating a data item/replica. Interestingly, beyond NT HR

= 30, performance of
both E-ARL and RI plateau since it is upper-limited by competition among replicas
for memory space and availability of MPs. E-ARL outperforms RI due to the rea-
sons explained for Fig. 3 i.e., load-balancing and RI’s preference for greedily hosting
higher-priced data items, which decreases query performance for lower-priced items.
E-DCG+ and LN show relatively constant performance as they are independent of
revenue. The explanation for Fig. 5d follows that of Fig. 3h.

7.4 Effect of variations in the number of replicas on data item price

Figure 6 shows how the price of a data item varies when the number NRep of its
replicas is varied. We randomly selected a data item and observed its price over time
as its number of replicas varied due to changes in access frequency. We repeated
this experiment 400 times with a different randomly selected item each time and
averaged the results. Beyond NRep = 5, item price decreases with increase in NRep
due to decrease in demand. However, when too few replicas exist, quality of service
for queries on the item decreases, thereby decreasing its price, as explained in Sect. 3.
Thus, below NRep = 5, price increases with increasing NRep due to better quality of
service.

7.5 Effect of variations in the replica allocation period

Figure 7 depicts the results of varying the replica allocation period T P . This exper-
iment was done by issuing 25 000 queries at query interarrival rate of 10 queries/s.
Thus, for T P values of 500 s, 1000 s, 1500 s and 2000 s, there were 5, 2, 1 and 1
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Fig. 7 Effect of variations in the replica allocation period T P

Fig. 8 Effect of variations in the percentage of priority queries (PPQ)

replica allocation periods respectively. RTR is comparable for T P values of 1500 s
and 2000 s (due to equal number of allocation periods), although ART, SR and HC
performance at these two time points vary. This is because performance is affected
not only by the number of allocation periods, but also by when such periods occur.

When T P is low, more number of replica allocation periods occur, hence replica
allocations are able to react quickly to changing access patterns, hence all the ap-
proaches perform better albeit at the cost of higher RTR. As T P increases, replica
allocations are performed less frequently, hence performance degrades for all the ap-
proaches, even though RTR improves. Thus, there is a trade-off between RTR and
ART. This trade-off is evident in Fig. 7d, which indicates that RTR decreases dra-
matically for E-DCG+ with increasing T P due to decreased number of allocation
periods.

7.6 Effect of variations in the percentage of priority queries

Figure 8 depicts the effect of variations in the percentage of priority queries (PPQ).
Interestingly, as PPQ increases, ART and HC increase, while SR decreases for all the
approaches, even though priority queries are answered within shorter deadlines. This
anomaly occurs because for answering larger number of priority queries, the perfor-
mance of normal queries becomes compromised because more replicas for priority
items are created in response to the higher demand for priority items, so less memory
space is available for hosting normal items. Furthermore, priority queries decrease
network connectivity due to the possible involvement of MPs with relatively lower
energy in answering priority queries as well as in relaying priority items.

However, when PPQ exceeds 60%, the performance of E-ARL improves since
majority of the queries are priority queries, and replicas for the items corresponding
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Fig. 9 Effect of variations in the number of MPs

to the priority queries have been adequately allocated due to E-ARL’s preference for
priority items. Even though the other approaches do not prefer priority items for repli-
cation, their performance also improves since they also try to allocate replicas for the
priority items (in response to more priority queries) to satisfy the shorter query dead-
line requirements. Observe that the performance of all the approaches beyond a PPQ
of 60% is considerably worse than their performance at lower values of PPQ such as
20%. This is due to decreased network connectivity induced by priority queries, as
explained earlier. The explanation for the results in Fig. 8d is essentially the same as
that of Fig. 3h.

7.7 Effect of variations in the number of MPs

To test E-ARL’s scalability, we varied the number NMP of MPs, keeping the number
of queries proportional to NMP . Figure 9 depicts the results. The results in Fig. 9 can
be mostly explained by the reasons explained for Fig. 3. All four approaches exhibit
better performance as NMP increases due to increased opportunities for replication.
As NMP decreases, the performance gap between the approaches decreases due to
limited replication opportunities. Replica allocation traffic for E-DCG+ dramatically
decreases with decreasing NMP due to reduced broadcast traffic.

8 Conclusion

We have proposed E-ARL, which is a novel Economic scheme for Adaptive
Revenue-Load-based dynamic replication of data in dedicated M-P2P networks
with the aim of improving data availability. E-ARL considers a mobile coopera-
tive environment, where the MPs are working towards the same goal, and the net-
work performance is facilitated by the economic scheme. E-ARL essentially allo-
cates replicas based on its economic scheme. E-ARL uses an economic scheme for
efficiently managing M-P2P resources in a context-aware manner by facilitating ef-
fective replica hosting and message relaying by peers. E-ARL collaboratively per-
forms bid-based replica allocation to facilitate better quality of service. It incorpo-
rates both revenue-balancing and load-balancing to improve peer participation and
performance. It also effectively maintains network connectivity. Extensive perfor-
mance evaluation demonstrates that E-ARL is indeed effective in improving query
response times, query success rates, query hop-counts and replica allocation traffic.
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In the near future, we will implement a real prototype of E-ARL. We also plan to use
game-theoretic approaches for data item pricing and compare E-ARL’s performance
for different economic models.
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